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A B S T R A C T   

This paper presents a series of numerical and field studies to examine the accuracy of two field-scale Parshall 
flumes, which are employed to measure the flow rate of a wastewater system in the city of Minneapolis, Min-
nesota. The numerical studies were carried out using the large-eddy simulation (LES) and level-set methods to 
compute the turbulent flow of sewers under two-phase flow (wastewater and air) conditions. Flow rate mea-
surements in the field were conducted using the dye dilution approach and an in-site flow measuring tool. Using 
the combination of field measurements and numerical simulations, this research aims at quantifying (i) the 
margin of error of the filed-scale Parshall flumes and (ii) the water surface fluctuations within the Parshall 
flumes. The LES turbulent model, coupled with the level-set method, allowed for resolution of instantaneous 
water surface variations and uncertainty quantification of the flow rate measurements.   

1. Introduction 

The Parshall flume was originally developed in the 1920s, as a means 
for measuring irrigation water flows in open channels [1]. The Parshall 
flume design includes a contraction of both sidewalls and a drop in the 
floor at the flume throat (see Fig. 1). Initially, data from Parshall flumes 
with throat widths of 0.15 m, 0.30 m, 0.61 m, 0.91 m, 1.22 m, 1.83 m, 
and 2.44 m were obtained in a field laboratory in Colorado, USA [2], in 
which the testing included both free and submerged outflow conditions. 
The derived formula relating the stage to flow rate in the free-flow 
condition was developed using a total of 298 measurements in flumes 
ranging from 0.15 m to 2.44 m throat widths, including 34 measure-
ments in a 0.91 m flume and 21 tests in a 1.22 m flume [2]. The dis-
tribution of error between the empirical formula and the flow-stage 
observations ranged from � 7% to 11%, with the vast majority of error 
values within � 3% [2]. For the free outflow conditions in 0.3 m to 2.44 
m Parshall flumes, the flow rate (Q (m3/s)) depends only on the up-
stream water level, Ha (m), and the throat width of the flume, W (m), as 
follows [2,3]: 

Q ¼ 4WH1:522W0:026

a (1) 

More complex flow and water level relationships for the submerged 
flow are also available (see, e.g., [4]). Numerous studies have tested the 
accuracy of the original Parshall flume rating curve (Eq. (1)) and 
quantified the effects of inlet conditions, dimensional and leveling er-
rors, and level measurement errors on the accuracy of Parshall flumes 
for flow rate measurements. Using data from Parshall flumes of up to 
4.57 m throat width installed in an experimental watershed, Blaisdell 
[5] found the original Parshall flume equations to be accurate within 
�5%. Chen et al. [6] tested 0.22 m and 0.46 m wide Parshall flumes with 
varying transition lengths from a circular, upstream supply pipe to the 
flume throat. Substantial over-predictions of flow rates were found be-
tween the observed stage-discharge data and Parshall flume’s standard 
relationship, including errors of up to 50% at low flows. The discrep-
ancies were found to depend both on the length of the upstream tran-
sition and the slope of the supply pipe. 

A survey of 50 installed Parshall flumes in Utah found only 
approximately half of them to be within the rated accuracy (�5%) [7]. 
Common issues identified at the field sites included incorrect entrance 
geometry and incorrect staff gauge locations. Corrections to the Parshall 
flume stage-discharge relationships have been developed to consider 
lateral or longitudinal settling of the flume [8,9]. Lateral settling (tilt-
ing) of � 2% gave flow measurement errors of 3% to 11%, depending on 
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the level of flow submergence. 
Experimental and numerical studies of the accuracy of Parshall 

flumes at low flows found significant discrepancies for flows below 15% 
of the maximum flow rate [10,11]. The discrepancies were found to be 
as high as 25% for flumes with throat widths ranging from 0.076 m to 
0.61 m. Alternative rating equations for low flows are given in the same 
form as Eq. (1). Dahlin and Wetzel [12] quantified the effect of non-ideal 
entrance conditions on the accuracy of Parshall flumes. Their mea-
surements were performed on a 0.30 m Parshall flume using weighing 
tanks as an independent and calibrated flow measurement. Tests 
included a standard installation based on recommended installation 
practices, trapezoidal and circular supply channels, different wing-wall 
configurations, partial blockages, and lateral offsets between the flume 
and supply channel. For the standard installation, the flow-stage data 
points were close to the standard curve at high flows, but higher de-
viations were found at low flows. Deviation of the measured discharge 
from the standard curve varied from approximately 1.2% at the higher 
flows to 10 to 15% at low flows. Introducing lateral offsets to the inflow 
produces additional variations in the rating curve, with deviations of up 
to 20% from the standard curve at low flows. 

Several studies have employed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
models to examine the performance of Parshall flumes. A previous study 
conducted by Wright et al. [11] included a one-dimensional (1D) nu-
merical model. Davis and Deutsch [13] developed an inviscid three- 
dimensional finite-difference model to simulate the flow in the 
entrance section of Parshall flumes and compared it to experimental 
data from a 0.15 m Parshall flume. They used the Reynolds-Averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) modeling approach to resolve the flow field. For 
water depths greater than approximately 0.18 m, the numerical model 
over-predicted the discharge by approximately 5%. Savage et al. [14] 
used the RANS – based module of the FLOW-3D model to simulate 
correction coefficients for Parshall flumes. The correction coefficients 
were determined to compensate for incorrectly located staff gages. A 
computational grid system, including approximately 0.2 million grid 
cells, was used. Comparisons of their CFD simulation results to experi-
mental data for a 0.61 m flume showed agreement within 0.01 to 0.02 m 

of the water depth (head), depending on the configuration, representing 
an accuracy within 5% for 90% of the measurements. Rating curve de-
viations of up to 5% were found between cases with and without wing 
walls, and deviations of up to 60% for incorrectly located staff gages. 
Temeepattanapongsa et al. [29] and Ran et al. [30] employed RANS – 
based module of the Flow-3D to investigate water depth and flow rate 
rating curves of various Cutthroat flumes. Among others, Hirt and Wil-
liams [31], Kim [32], Willeitner [33], Heiner and Barfuss [34] also used 
CFD models that to assess the performance of flow control and mea-
surement devices such as Parshall flumes. 

This study seeks to utilize the (1) dye dilution approach, (2) rating 
curves based on the water surface elevation readings of sonar device, (3) 
temporary flow meter, and (4) CFD based model to investigate the tur-
bulent free-surface flow of the Minneapolis Met council’s Side A and B 
Parshall flume metering station over a range of flows. The main objec-
tives of this study are twofold. First, it aims to quantify deviations of the 
actual Side A and B flumes’ rating curves from the standard Parshall 
flume rating curves [1]. And, therefore, to find out whether any cor-
rections (for the coefficients of the existing rating curve) are required to 
amend the existing rating curves of the Parshall flumes. Secondly, we are 
interested in using a numerical modeling approach to study the 
magnitude of the instantaneous water surface fluctuations in the Par-
shall flume. Additionally, in this aim, we interested to see whether 
altering the design of the flumes can enhance the accuracy of the flow 
rate readings. We note that water surface fluctuations in the Parshall 
flumes could impact the accuracy of the water-depth readings in the 
flume and, consequently, the measured flow rate of the system. There-
fore, it is imperative to reduce the water surface fluctuations in the 
system. As a practical approach, a step baffled was previously installed 
in Side B flume. By altering the original design of the Side B flume’s bed, 
the flume operators intended to lower the water surface fluctuations. 
Conducting a series of numerical simulations, we modeled the Side B 
flume with and without the step baffle to examine its impact on the 
water surface fluctuations and flow-rate measurements. 

Since we are interested in capturing the fluctuations of the water 
surface, it is essential to use a turbulent modeling approach that is not as 
diffusive as RANS – based model and can simulate the large-scale flow 
structures that induce free surface fluctuations [19]. For that reason, and 
despite the great success and capability of RANS-based models, herein, 
we employ the large-eddy simulation (LES) method to resolve the tur-
bulent free-surface flow. The originality of the current work pertains to 
combining various measuring techniques and numerical simulations to 
evaluate the accuracy of Parshall flumes. Plus, to our knowledge, this is 
the first attempt to use LES to resolve the turbulent free-surface flow of 
Parshall flumes and to track the instantaneous deformations of the water 
surface by coupling LES with the level set method [20,21]. 

A schematic of the Side A and B Parshall flume metering station is 
shown in Fig. 2. The incoming flow is split into two parallel channels, 
with the A-side passing through a 0.91 m Parshall flume and the B side 
passing through a 1.22 m Parshall flume. In this work, we investigate the 
accuracy of flow rate measurements of both Side A and B flumes of the 
metering station. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Dye dilution method for field measurements of flow rate 

The dye dilution method for flow rate measurement uses Rhodamine 
WT as the tracer, injected upstream of the Side A and Side B flume sites 
(Fig. 2); which are located at geographic coordinate of 44.9778� N, 
93.2650� W; at a rate of approximately 20 ml/min, using a Fluid 
Metering Inc. (FMI) synchronous metering pump. The permission 
required to conduct the field test was provided by Eugene Vialrs of the 
Minneapolis Metropolitan Council. The dye was supplied from a 1-liter 
graduated glass burette, allowing the dye injection rate to be indepen-
dently measured over the 1 h injection time. During each test, the times 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the water level measurement location from the side (a) 
and top (b) views to find Ha. The location of the water level measurement is 
shown at a distance 2A/3 upstream of the throat section, where A is the length 
of the converging section. We note that in a standard Parshall flume, the flow 
depth Ha is normally measured at 2A/3 along the side walls using a static head 
gauge. In this test case, however, the flow depths are measured using sonar 
equipment, installed over the top of the sidewalls, which reads the water depth 
at the center of the flume, as seen in (b). Flow is from left to right. 
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were recorded for the dye supply to reach each 50 to 100 ml increment 
in the burette. Depending on the expected flow rate, the Rhodamine WT 
was diluted 1:1 to 1:3 with water. All the sampling was carried out at the 
utility hole MH-8A located immediately upstream of the Side A and B 
flume sites. Samples of 4 ml were taken from the 2.44 m pipe (see Fig. 2) 
at 1 min intervals over 1 h. A larger sample of the wastewater was also 
taken before dye injection, for controlled dilution of the samples. To 
minimize the degradation of the dye, the samples were refrigerated for 
testing in the laboratory. 

Sample testing in the laboratory consisted of both testing the field 
samples and making controlled dilutions of the dye samples to obtain a 
fluorescence – dilution calibration curve for each measurement. The 
procedures used were similar to those described by Morgan et al. [15]. 
Sub-samples of the 4 ml field samples were filtered into the fluorometer 
cuvettes, using glass wool to remove large particles. The cuvettes were 
placed in a water bath for at least 30 min to equilibrate the sample 
temperatures. The fluorescence of the samples was then measured in a 
Turner Model 10 fluorometer. The tested samples included sewer sam-
ples, taken prior to dye injection, and samples taken during dye injec-
tion. Controlled dilutions of the injection dye stock were made using 
volumetric flasks and an Eppendorf automatic pipette. 

Each sample required a series of 4 dilutions, with the last two di-
lutions made using sewer blank samples. Each dilution set had 1 dilution 
(X) that targeted the sample dilution (based on the estimated flow rate), 
plus 0.5X and 2X dilutions to bracket the targeted dilution. At least two 
replicates were prepared to demonstrate the repeatability of the di-
lutions. The fluorescence of the controlled dilution samples was then 
tested in the same manner as that of the field samples. For both the field 
samples and the controlled dilution samples, the sample fluorescence 
was measured as soon as possible after the samples were taken, and 
again after approximately 24 h. Even with refrigeration, degradation of 
fluorescence over time was observed in both the field samples and the 
controlled dilution samples. 

For this reason, an effort was made to test the fluorescence of the 
field samples and the controlled dilution samples for a similar time 
period after mixing. For example, if the field samples were tested 4 h 
after dye injection, the controlled dilution samples were tested 4 h after 
preparation. The flow rate was calculated from the fluorescence mea-
surements as follows. Based on the controlled dilutions, a curve was 
established (linear slope and intercept) for each measurement set to 
relate fluorescence (f) to dye dilution (D). 

D ¼ aðf � foÞþ b (2)  

where a and b are the slope and intercept of the fluorescence–dilution 
curve, respectively, and fo is the fluorescence of the sewer blank 
(wastewater prior to dye injection). The wastewater flow rate (Q) was 
then calculated as 

Q ¼ q∙D (3)  

where q is the dye injection rate. 

2.2. Other flow rate measuring devices 

Flow rate measurements were carried out using the standard rating 
curves based on the water surface elevation readings of a passive sonar 
system (SONARtrac VF-50) installed over the sidewalls of the flumes 
(see Fig. 1(b)). The sound waves radiated from the sonar enter into the 
flowing water along vertical and get reflected from the bottom of the 
flume. The sonar system is calibrated such that the travel time of the 
sound wave is used to find the distance of the sonar from the water 
surface. In doing so, we are able to measure instantaneous water depth 
with an accuracy of �0:1 mm. 

The other flow meter that was employed in this study includes a 
temporary flow meter (ISCO Pro-20 Area-Velocity meter) that uses 
acoustic Doppler effect to measure the flow rate of the Parshall flumes in 
Side A and B. The temporary flow meter is a velocity profiler designed 
for high accuracy flow measurements in pipes with shallow water depth. 
We employed the device in the ∅1.83 m pipes upstream of the Side A 
and B flume (see Fig. 2) to measure the velocity profile and, conse-
quently, the flow discharge. 

2.3. Numerical model for flow rate prediction 

2.3.1. Numerical model 
The numerical model, which includes our in-house and open-source 

Virtual Flow Simulator (VFS-Geophysics) code [27], solves the spatially 
filtered incompressible Navier–Stokes and continuity equations for two 
immiscible fluids by the LES method. The sub-grid stress terms in the 
momentum equations are modeled using the constant Smagorinsky SGS 
model with a constant coefficient of 0.027 [16,27]. The three- 
dimensional (3D) evolution of the water/air interface is modeled by 
the level-set method, which solves the spatially filtered advection 
equation of the level-set function for quantifying the location of the free 
surface [17]. 

The governing equations are discretized in space on a hybrid 
staggered/non-staggered grid arrangement using second-order accurate 
central differencing for the convective terms along with second-order 
accurate, three-point central differencing for the divergence, pressure 
gradient, and viscous-like terms. The time derivatives are discretized 
using a second-order backward differencing scheme [18]. The discrete 
flow equations are integrated in time using an efficient, second-order 
accurate fractional step methodology coupled with a Jacobian-free, 
Newton-Krylov solver for the momentum equations and the general-
ized minimal residual method (GMRES) solver enhanced with the 
multigrid method as a preconditioner for the Poisson equation. For 
additional details, the reader can refer to Khosronejad and Sotiropoulos 
[19]. The level-set equation for the water/air interface motion is dis-
cretized in space by the third-order weighted essentially non-Oscillatory 
(WENO) scheme [20]. The second-order essentially non-oscillatory 
(ENO) scheme proposed by Sussman et al. [21] is employed to dis-
cretize the gradient term in the mass conserving reinitialization. 

To simulate the flow within the complex-shape channels and 

Fig. 2. Schematics of the metering station Parshall flumes: Side A and B. Circles “i” and “S” depict the Rhodamine WT injection and sampling sites, respectively. “S” 
is where the utility hole MH-8A is located. Flow is from left to right. 
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conduits, the model employs the curvilinear immersed boundary 
(CURVIB) method. In this approach, the flow domain was discretized 
with the Cartesian grid system. The computational nodes are classified 
into three categories: fluid, immersed boundary (IB), and solid nodes. 
According to the CURVIB method, the governing equations are solved at 
the background grid nodes placed within the fluid (fluid nodes) with 
boundary conditions identified at the fluid nodes that are in the imme-
diate vicinity of the immersed boundary (IB nodes) (Fig. 3). All nodes 
inside the solid volumes (solid nodes) are blanked out from computa-
tions [22–24]. The CURVIB method has been successfully validated and 
applied to simulate a wide range of complex open-channel flows 
[17,22–27]. Finally, the VFS-Geophysics model takes advantage of 
massively parallel computing clusters [28]. 

2.3.2. Flow rate computations using the numerical model 
The 3D geometry of the Side A and B metering station was measured 

with a laser scanner and used to generate the computational model of 
the flume (Fig. 4). Although both flumes are flatbed and had standard 
dimensions, slight imperfections and asymmetries were present in the 
laser scan geometry, which was maintained in the computational mesh. 
The computational grid systems for the flow field and water surface 
simulations of Side A and B flumes contain approximately 6.5 (i.e., 801 
� 101 � 81 nodes in streamwise, spanwise, and vertical directions, 
respectively) and 8.7 million computational nodes (i.e., 801 � 133 � 81 
nodes in streamwise, spanwise, and vertical directions, respectively), 
respectively, with an average resolution of approximately 0.02 m. The 
computational grid systems for both Side A and B are uniformly 
distributed in all directions. The temporal step of the computations is 
0.001 s to obtain a Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number equal to or 
smaller than 0.1 – ensuring numerical stability of the model for the two- 
phase flow computations. 

As seen in Table 1, the numerical simulations for Side A and B flumes 
were carried out using four and five different flow discharges, as the 
inlet flux, respectively. The discharges were selected such that they 
represent the rage of the flow rates (0:5 � Qðm3=sÞ � 2:0), which were 
observed during the operation of the Parshall flumes. As the flows in all 
cases were subcritical, the critical water surface elevation at the 
downstream section of each flume was set as the outlet boundary con-
dition for the water depth to model the 1.22 m drop at the exit of the Side 
A and B flumes. The critical water depth, for each case, can be calculated 
using the explicit formula of critical depth as a function of channel ge-
ometry and flow discharge. For the inlet boundary condition, the flow 

discharge was set (Table 1), and logarithmic velocity profiles were used 
to prescribe the velocity components. We employed a wall model to 
reconstruct the velocity components near the solid surfaces [19]. All 
simulations were continued until a quasi-steady-state condition was 
reached for the water surface elevation near the inlet. Finally, for each 
test case, 32 cores of a super-computing cluster (2.8 GHz) were used to 
conduct the simulations. The simulations were continued for about 5 
days (from 3 to 7 days) to complete. 

3. Results 

In this section, the measured and computed results of the flow rate 
predictions for the Side A and B Parshall flumes are presented and 
compared. 

3.1. Flow rate measurements in the field 

The dye dilution flow rate measurements were conducted at the Side 
A and B sites to obtain independent flow measurements for comparison 
against the model simulation results and the standard rating curve. Five 
measurements were carried out to obtain a range of low to high flow rate 
measurements on each of the two flumes, Side A and B flumes (Table 2). 
The flow rates were calculated from Eq. (3) for each sample to obtain the 
time variation of the calculated flow rate over each measurement in-
terval. Throughout the course of the field measurements, it was noted 
that the time-averaged flow rate data over the one-hour measurement 
interval are the most reliable results. This is because the time-averaged 
data have reduced noise levels, which is caused by incomplete dye 
mixing that can lead to unrealistic fluctuations. 

Flow rate measurements were also carried out using (a) the standard 
rating curves (based on the water surface elevation readings of the sonar 
system) and (b) the temporary flow meter. The time-averaged flow rates 
obtained from the standard rating curves and temporary flow meters 
were also associated with the least amount of the noise level owing to 
the rapid changes in water surface elevation and turbulent eddies that 
can lead to flow rate fluctuations. Examples of the instantaneously 
measured flow rate data in the Side B flume are shown in Fig. 5. In 
Table 3, the time-averaged flow rates obtained from the dye dilutions 
and the standard rating curve in both Side A and B flumes are compared. 

3.2. Numerical simulations of side A flume 

Simulations for this flume were carried out under four flow rates of 
0.5, 0.7, 1.0, and 1.5 m3/s. All simulations were conducted with the 
computational grid system that contained approximately 6.5 million 
nodes. However, this case was also simulated with a coarser (with 1.9 
million grid nodes) and a finer grid system (with 22 million grid nodes) 
to examine the grid sensitivity of the simulation results (Table 4) for the 
flow rate of 1.0 m3/s. As seen in this table, the simulation results for the 
flow depth, Ha, using the 6.5 and 22 million grid nodes are converged. 
More specifically, the simulated average flow depth with 6.5 million 
nodes is less than 1% different from the result with 22 million nodes, 
whereas the coarser grid (1.9 million nodes) is 12% different. Thus, the 
grid system with 6.5 million grid nodes was utilized to conduct the 
simulations in the rest of this paper. 

Fig. 6 demonstrates the simulation results of the instantaneous water 
elevation geometry and velocity magnitude for the flow discharges of 
1.5 m3/s. The simulation results for each case were time-averaged to 
obtain a time-averaged water surface elevation at the standard level 
measurement location of the Parshall flume. As seen in Fig. 1, this point 
is at the standard “2A/3” location in the converging section, where an 
ultrasonic transducer reads the water surface elevation (centroid of the 
Parshall flume) instantaneously. The computed water depths are sum-
marized in Table 5. Furthermore, the numerical simulation results for 
the case with the splitter (Fig. 7) agree closely with the result obtained 
with the standard geometry (without splitter). 

Fig. 3. Schematics of a computational domain with air (white), water (blue), 
and solid (gray) phases in the context of the immersed boundary (IB) method. 
Gridlines depict the background mesh. The free surface is marked with the 
interface of the water and air. The interface of water and solid is discretized 
with triangular mesh. Computational nodes that are located next to the solid 
and sediment surfaces are categorized as the IB nodes (bold circles), where the 
velocity field is reconstructed using the wall function. The nodes inside solid 
surfaces are categorized as solid nodes (hollow squares) and are blacked out of 
the computations, while the equations of fluid motion are solved at the fluid 
nodes (hollow circles). 
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3.3. Numerical simulations of side B flume 

Figs. 8–12 illustrate the simulation results of the instantaneous water 
elevation geometry and velocity magnitude for various flow discharges 
in the Side B flume with a baffle step installed in the approach channel. 
As shown in these figures, the presence of the step baffle leads to 
backwater, which extends to the upstream closed conduit. As shown in 
the figures, depending on the flow discharge, the blockage effect of the 
step baffle varies and is more pronounced for the lower discharges. The 
computed results of the water depth are summarized in Table 6. We note 

that the water elevation at the measurement location fluctuates because 
of the complex geometry of the approach channel and splitter box up-
stream of the Parshall flume, and as a result of water surface fluctua-
tions. To reflect the amplitude of these fluctuations, we, in Table 6, also 
present the minimum and maximum levels of the water elevation for 
each flow discharge. The water level variation, between maximum and 
minimum values, represents the amplitude of the passing fluctuations 
over the water surface. 

Fig. 4. Computational grid system in the Side A flume from different views. Red triangles (a) and black rectangles (b) show the unstructured immersed boundary (IB) 
and structured background mesh systems from the top view. (c) and (d) plot the two grid systems in three-dimensional views. (e) is a blown-up view of the white 
dashed-line window in (b). The blue regions in (b) and (e) depict the background. Every other 5 structured grid node of background mesh is shown in (b). Then black 
dashed lines in (a), (b), and (d) represent the location of the pipe upstream of the Parshall flume. Flow is along the x-axis. 

Table 1 
Flow rates Q (m3/s) considered as the inlet flux for the numerical simulation of 
Side A and B flumes.  

Q (m3/s) 
Side A flume Side B flume 

0.5 0.5 
0.7 0.7 
1.0 1.0 
1.5 1.5 
– 2.0  

Table 2 
Summary of the five flow rate measurements using the dye dilution method.  

Test 
# 

Day/ 
Time 

Flume Nominal Flow Rate 
(m3/s) 

Dye Injection 
Site 

Sampling 
Site 

1 1 8:30 
am 

Side B 1.11.61.11.61.1 MH 1B MH 8A 

2 2 4:30 
pm 

Side B MH 7B MH 8A 

3 3 8:30 
am 

Side B MH 7B MH 8A 

4 4 5:30 
pm 

Side A MH 7B MH 8A 

5 5 8:50 
am 

Side A MH 7B MH 8A  

Fig. 5. Measured instantaneous flow rates (Q) in day 1 and 3 (see Table 2) 
using the dye dilution method (blue and hollow circles), standard rating curve 
(red line/circle), and temporary flow meter (black line/circle). 

Table 3 
Summary of the time-averaged flow rates (½Q]) measured using the dye dilution 
method and the standard rating curve (SRC) in Side A and B flumes.  

Test # Flume SRC [Q] (m3/s) Dye Dilution [Q] (m3/s) % Difference 

2 Side B 1.62 1.59 � 1.9 
3 Side B 1.15 1.08 � 5.7 
4 Side A 1.59 1.66 þ4.4 
5 Side A 1.08 1.15 þ6.5  
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3.4. Effect of step baffle on the amplitude of water surface fluctuations in 
Side B flume 

A step baffle of 0.34 m high was installed in the Side B flume (up-
stream of the location of water depth measurements) to reduce the 
fluctuations in the water surface elevation during the water level mea-
surements. To investigate the effect of a step baffle on reducing the 
water level fluctuations, a simulation within the Side B flume without 
step baffle was set up. In this simulation, the same flow rate (¼1.5 m3/s) 
and computational grid system (i.e., those that were employed to 
simulate the case with step baffle) (i.e., grid system with approximately 
8.7 million computational grid nodes) were utilized. The grid resolution 
in the vertical direction is about 0.009 m and, thus, the height of the 
baffle is resolved with about 38 grid nodes. The simulation results for 
this case are shown in Fig. 13, where we plot the water surface geometry 
at two views colored with the velocity magnitude. 

The level of water elevation fluctuations can be examined by plotting 
the water elevation in time. Fig. 14 depicts such fluctuations for the 

selected flow discharge of 1.5 m3/s. As shown in this figure, the 
amplitude of the fluctuations is smaller for the case with a step baffle. 
The statistics of this study are also presented in Table 7, where various 
statistics of the water level in both cases are compared. 

As seen in Table 7, the presence of a step baffle leads to smaller water 
surface fluctuations passing through the measurement location of the 
flume. It is evident from the table that the root mean square (rms) of the 
water elevation fluctuation is decreased by approximately 40% owing to 
the presence of the step baffle. Additionally, the step baffle has led to an 
approximately 50% reduction in the amplitudes of the water surface 
fluctuations at the measurement location (see Table 7). However, as 
presented in this table, the mean values of the water surface elevation 
are almost identical in both cases. 

3.5. Comparison of the computed versus measured flow rate results 

In this section, we will compare and further validate the simulated 
results using the dye dilution experiment for each side of the Parshall 

Table 4 
Grid sensitivity analysis using the discharge of 1.00 m3/s in the Side A flume. 
The Computed values of water depth for different grid systems are presented. Q 
(m3/s) and Ha (m) are flow discharge and flow depth, respectively. Ha, Hamin, 
and Hamax represent the mean, minimum and maximum value of the water depth 
observed in the simulations. The standard geometry of the flume begins 
immediately downstream of the splitter box (Fig. 2). As seen, the simulated 
water depths converge to about 0.69 m.  

Q (m3/ 
s) 

# Computational 
nodes 

Geometry Ha 
(m) 

Hamin 

(m) 
Hamax 

(m) 

1.00 1.9 � 106 Standard 0.76 0.75 0.77 
1.00 6.5 � 106 Standard 0.69 0.68 0.70 
1.00 2.2 � 107 Standard 0.68 0.67 0.69  

Fig. 6. Plan (a) and side (b) view of the simulated instantaneous water surface in the Side A flume. The flow discharge is equal to 1.5 m3/s. The color map shows the 
velocity magnitude in m/s, and flow is from left to right. 

Table 5 
Computed values of water depth for different flow discharges in the Side A 
flume. Q (m3/s) and Ha (m) are flow discharge and flow depth, respectively. Ha, 
Hamin, and Hamax represent the mean, minimum and maximum value of the 
water depth. The standard geometry of the flume begins immediately down-
stream of the splitter box (Fig. 2).  

Q (m3/ 
s) 

# Computational 
nodes 

Geometry Ha 
(m) 

Hamin 

(m) 
Hamax 

(m) 

0.70 6.5 � 106 Standard 0.59 0.57 0.60 
1.00 6.5 � 106 Standard 0.69 0.68 0.70 
1.50 6.5 � 106 Standard 0.85 0.84 0.87 
1.00 2.1 � 107 With splitter 

box 
0.68 0.66 0.69  

Fig. 7. Plan of the simulated instantaneous water surface in the Side A flume for the case, including the splitter. The flow discharge is equal to 1.0 m3/s. The color 
map shows the velocity magnitude in m/s, and flow is from left to right. 

Fig. 8. Plan (a) and side (b) view of the simulated instantaneous water surface in the Side B flume with a baffle step. The flow discharge is equal to 2.0 m3/s. The 
color map shows the velocity magnitude in m/s, and flow is from left to right. 
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flumes. Subsequently, for each side channel, a flow rate curve will be 
fitted to the simulated results providing a new curve for flow discharge 
vs. depth that is consistent with the results presented in this study. The 
flow rate data using the temporary flow meter are also included for 
comparison. 

3.5.1. Side A flume 
For this flume, the numerical simulation results for the flow rate Q 

(m3/s) versus gage depth H (m) were fitted very well (r2 ¼ 0.999) with a 
power-law curve, as follows: 

Q ¼ 76:15 H1:532;H Q 2 ð0:7; 1:5Þ (4) 

This may be compared to the standard rating curve for a 0.91 m 
Parshall flume (i.e., Side A flume), which reads: 

Q ¼ 65:93 H1:566;H 2 ð0:1; 2:5Þ (5) 

Comparing the flow rate curve produced by the numerical model to 
the dye dilution measurements, it was found that the rating curve ob-
tained from numerical simulations matches the dye dilution measure-
ments with mean errors of 1.6% to 2.6% (see Table 8 and Fig. 15). The 
flow rate values obtained from the standard rating curve are further off 
from both the dye dilution measurements (4.4% to 6.5%) and the nu-
merical model values (7% to 8%). 

3.5.2. Side B flume 
Fig. 16 depicts the simulation results of the Side B flume along with 

Fig. 9. Plan (a) and side (b) view of the simulated instantaneous water surface in the Side B flume with a baffle step. The flow discharge is equal to 1.5 m3/s. The 
color map shows the velocity magnitude in m/s, and flow is from left to right. 

Fig. 10. Plan (a) and side (b) view of the simulated instantaneous water surface in the Side B flume with a baffle step. The flow discharge is equal to 1.0 m3/s. The 
color map shows the velocity magnitude in m/s, and flow is from left to right. 

Fig. 11. Plan (a) and side (b) view of the simulated instantaneous water surface in the Side B flume with a baffle step. The flow discharge is equal to 0.7 m3/s. The 
color map shows the velocity magnitude in m/s, and flow is from left to right. 

Fig. 12. Plan (a) and side (b) view of the simulated instantaneous water surface in the Side B flume with a baffle step. The flow discharge is equal to 0.5 m3/s. The 
color map shows the velocity magnitude in m/s, and flow is from left to right. 

Table 6 
Computed values of water depth for different flow discharges for the Side B 
flume with step baffle. Q (m3/s) and Ha (m) are flow discharge and depth, 
respectively. Ha, Hamin, and Hamax represent the mean, minimum, and 
maximum value of the water depth.  

Q (m3/ 
s) 

# Computational 
nodes 

Geometry Ha 
(m) 

Hamin 

(m) 
Hamax 

(m) 

0.50 8.7 � 106 Standard 0.30 0.29 0.43 
0.70 8.7 � 106 Standard 0.41 0.40 0.42 
1.00 8.7 � 106 Standard 0.52 0.51 0.53 
1.50 8.7 � 106 Standard 0.65 0.64 0.67 
2.00 8.7 � 106 Standard 0.80 0.78 0.82  
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the dye dilution data and standard curve values. The datasets in this 
figure are clustered together to enable a qualitative comparison of them 
around the rating curve. As seen in this figure, the dye dilution experi-
ment results validate the simulation results of the model. The standard 
curve values are mainly near the lower bound of the simulation results, 
while the dye dilution data are closer to the upper bound of the simu-
lation results. We note that owing to the difference between the geom-
etry of the Side A and B flumes and standard 1.22 m Parshall flume, and 
the standard curve values are the least similar to the mean of the 

simulation results. These comparisons suggest that a newly adapted 
rating curve developed from the mean simulated value (solid black 
circles in Fig. 16) can be the most reliable rating curve for the Side B 
flume. 

By extracting a power-law rating curve, which provides the best fit, 

Fig. 13. Plan (top) and side (bottom) view of the simulated instantaneous water surface in the Side B flume without baffle step. The flow discharge is equal to 1.5 
m3/s. The color map shows the velocity magnitude in m/s, and flow is from left to right. 

Fig. 14. Simulated water surface elevation fluctuations as a function of time in 
the Side B flume with and without step baffle for a flow discharge of 1.5 m3/s. 

Table 7 
Characteristics of water surface elevation fluctuations for the Side B flume with a 
discharge of 1.5 m3/s for the case with and without an installed step baffle.  

Water level characteristic With baffle Without baffle 

Mean (m) 248.17 248.18 
Amplitude (m) 0.017 0.032 
rms1 (m) 0.005 0.008 
1root mean square    

Table 8 
Comparison of flow rates (m3/s) in Side A flume, as measured by the standard 
rating curve (SRC), temporary flow meter (Tmp), dye dilution experiments 
(Dye), and VFS-Geophysics model simulations (model). Err Tmp-SRC, Err Dye-SRC, 
Err Model-SRC, and Err Model-Dye show the percentage of the difference between the 
dye experiment and standard curve results, the model and standard curve re-
sults, and the model and dye experiment results, respectively.  

Q 
(SRC) 

Q 
(Tmp) 

Q 
(Dye) 

Q 
(Model) 

Err 
Tmp-SRC 

Err Dye- 

SRC 

Err 
Model- 

SRC 

Err 
Model- 

Dye 

1.08 1.17 1.15 1.17 8.5% � 6.5% 8.2% 1.6% 
1.59 1.60 1.66 1.70 0.80% � 4.4% 7.2% 2.6%  

Fig. 15. Flow rate (Q) curves of numerical simulated results (black solid cir-
cles), dye dilution data (blue solid circles), temporary meter data (black hollow 
circles), and standard curve values (red line) for the Side A flume with error 
bars of the flow depth Ha for the model and measurement results. The VFS- 
Geophysical model data includes three simulated points and the power-law 
relationship (black line) based on those 3 points (i.e., Eq. (4)). Error bars 
represent 95% confidence band of the flow depth (Ha) for the model and 
measurement results. 

Fig. 16. Flow rate data obtained from numerical simulation results, dye dilu-
tion data, temporary flow meter, and standard curve for the Side B flume (with 
step baffle). Error bars, which show a 95% confidence level, of the flow depth 
(Ha) are shown for the model and measurement results. 
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from mean values of the numerical simulation results (solid black circles 
in Fig. 16), the relation between flow depth (H (m)) and flow discharge 
(Q (m3/s)) for the 1.22 m Parshall flume can be illustrated, with an r2 ¼

0.993, as follows: 

Q ¼ 103:46H1:468;H∊ð0:5; 2:0Þ (6) 

This may be compared to the standard rating curve for a standard 
1.22 m Parshall flume: 

Q ¼ 86:67H1:578;H∊ð0:1; 3:5Þ (7) 

The discrepancy between the simulated rating curve and the dye 
dilution measurements is within 1.3% to 2.8% (see Table 9). The cor-
relation obtained from the standard rating curve is farther off from the 
dye dilution measurements (1.5–6.0%). A third-order polynomial curve 
was used to overlap the numerical simulation results for the Side B 
flume, and the result suggests that this polynomial curve fits the nu-
merical model’s data with higher accuracy (r2 ¼ 0.999): 

Q ¼ � 8:29H3þ 170:21H2 � 736:89Hþ 1503:98 (8) 

The upper and lower bounds of the discharge (Q) in Eq. (8) are 2.0 
m3/s and 0.5 m3/s, respectively. 

3.6. Discussion 

A comparison of the standard rating curves, which are used by the 
operators of the facility, to the rating curves derived from the numerical 
results shows slightly different results for the 0.91 m and 1.22 m flumes 
(see Table 10). For the 0.91 m flume, the standard and numerically 
obtained rating curves differ by 6% to 8%. If the numerical results are 
assumed to be 3% accurate or better, then the 8% difference in the rating 
curve is significant. For the 1.22 m flume, the standard and numerically 
obtained rating curves are within 3% over much of the operating range 
(1.19–1.98 m3/s), but the discrepancy increases to 10% at lower flow 
rates. 

Information is also given in Table 10 for the two flumes (Side A and 
B) operating in parallel, where the water level is the same in Side A and 
B. The relative errors in flow between the standard rating curve and the 
simulation results are also summarized in Fig. 17. Interestingly, the 
overall flow discrepancy is slightly lower for the case of using the Side A 
and B flumes in parallel compared to using Side B alone, because the 
standard versus numerically obtained rating curve discrepancies are 
opposite in sign over much of the flow range. For that reason, for the 
flow rates exceeding 1.132 m3/s, operation of the Side A and B flumes in 
parallel gives flow measurement discrepancies in the range of 2–3%, 
which is lower than those of the Side B flume operated alone. The results 
of uncertainty quantification in Fig. 17 suggest that operating the flumes 
in parallel could lead to the least error for measuring flow rates higher 
than 1.132 m3/s. Again, we note that this is due to the opposite signs of 
the errors in the flow rate measurements of the Side A and B flumes and, 
thus, specific to the current test case. 

The rating curves derived from the numerical model (Eqs. (4), 6, and 
8) are valid only for the examined field metering station Parshall flumes 
Side A and B. In terms of the operation of the Side A and B flumes in the 
future, the results of this investigation and previous studies suggest that 
the flumes are more accurate at high flows. This suggests, then, that it is 
preferable to use a single flume to measure the flow rate, rather than to 
split the flow between the two flumes. As the 1.22 m flume has a larger 

capacity and was found to be closer to the standard rating curve, it is 
recommended that the 1.22 m flume be used for future flow measure-
ments. As a general rule, and as suggested by the results of this research 
and previous studies, Parshall flumes are more accurate at higher flow 
rates. Therefore, in cases where there are more than one flume in a 
measuring system, it is preferable to use a single flume to measure flow 
rather than to split the flow between flumes. 

Table 9 
Comparison of flow rates (m3/s) in the Side B flume, as measured by the standard rating curve (SRC), temporary flow meter (Tmp), dye dilution experiments (Dye), and 
numerical simulation results (Model). ErrTmp-SRC, ErrDye-SRC, ErrModel-SRC, and ErrModel-Dye show the percentage of the difference between the dye experiment and 
standard curve results; model and standard curve results; and model and dye experiment results, respectively.  

Q (SRC) Q (Tmp) Q (Dye) Q (Model) ErrTmp-SRC ErrDye-SRC ErrModel-SRC ErrModel-Dye 

1.14 1.09 1.08 1.11 � 5.5% � 6.0% � 3.0% 2.8% 
1.62 1.65 1.59 1.61 1.5% � 1.5% � 1.0% 1.3%  

Table 10 
Summary of water level (Ha) (m) and flow rate (Q) (m3/s) relationships for the 
standard rating curve (SRC) and the VFS-Geophysics model (Model) computed 
rating curves, for the 0.91 m and 1.22 m wide Parshall flumes operated indi-
vidually and in parallel. DiffModel – SRC (%) is the difference between the model 

and SRC values (¼
QModel � QSRC

QSRC
� 100).  

Ha Q (SRC) Q (Model) DiffModel – SRC (%) 

0.91 m flume (Side A) 
0.46 0.64 0.70 9.4 
0.53 0.82 0.89 8.8 
0.61 1.00 1.09 8.3 
0.69 1.21 1.30 7.9 
0.76 1.43 1.53 7.5 
0.84 1.65 1.77 7.2 
1.22 m flume (Side B) 
0.30 0.45 0.50 10.8 
0.38 0.65 0.62 � 3.8 
0.46 0.86 0.81 � 5.5 
0.56 1.19 1.16 � 2.9 
0.61 1.35 1.33 � 1.8 
0.69 1.63 1.61 � 1.3 
0.78 1.98 1.92 � 3.1 
0.84 2.23 2.10 � 5.9 
Side A and Side B operating in parallel 
0.38 1.13 1.15 2.1 
0.46 1.50 1.51 0.8 
0.56 2.09 2.13 2.0 
0.61 2.36 2.42 2.5 
0.69 2.84 2.91 2.6  

Fig. 17. Error percentage for various flow rates measured in Side A and B 
flumes operating individually and in parallel. Error percentage is defined as the 
difference between flows obtained using the standard rating curve and the 
rating curve obtained from numerical simulations. The blue shaded area marks 
the range of the studied flow rates. 
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4. Conclusions 

A literature review showed that there is a long history of studies 
documenting the inaccuracies of standard Parshall flumes and correct-
ing the rating curves for non-ideal installations. There are some shreds of 
evidence suggesting that the original standard rating curves may be 
inaccurate, even for well-designed installations, particularly at low 
flows. Dahlin and Wetzel [12] showed that, even for good inlet condi-
tions, the observed rating curve deviated from the published curve by 
approximately 3% and 13% at higher (their curve reads 3% higher flow 
at the same depth) and lower flows (their curve reads 13% lower flow at 
the same depth), respectively. The larger flume sizes (with throat width 
greater than 0.30 m) have received little attention because very few of 
them are in use, and facilities that can accurately test them are few. 

The temporary flow meter data does not significantly reinforce or 
discredit the results obtained using the VSF-Geophysics model and dye 
tracing. For Side A at higher flows, the temporary meter readings were 
close (1 to 2%) to the standard rating curve, while at low flows, the 
temporary meter readings were closer to the VSF-Geophysics model 
results. However, the opposite of this trend was observed for Side B 
flume. 

The VSF-Geophysics model was used to quantify the mean and 
fluctuating water depths in the flumes, and the corresponding mean and 
fluctuating water levels. Qualitatively, the numerical results show water 
level fluctuations similar to those observed at the site. The comparison 
of the Side B flume’s numerical results with and without the baffle 
installed in the channel suggests that the installation of the step baffle 
reduces the water level fluctuations by approximately 40%; however, 
there is no indication that the rating curve is affected by the baffle. As 
indicated in Table 7, the time-averaged water depths for the baffled and 
no-baffled cases are almost identical. In other words, there is no evi-
dence that the turbulence caused by the upstream geometry is the main 
cause of measurement inaccuracies. 
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